In no school can a man be taught a better lesson of human life than at a contested Westminster election; there can he view human nature in her basest attire; riot, murder, and drunkenness are the order of the day.
The rise and subsequent demise of 'radical Westminster' represents a critical chapter in the story of Britain's transition to democracy. This book explores the changing contours of that most unusual borough, from the Indian summer of oligarchy to the springtime of democracy when Westminster was the most important parliamentary seat in the kingdom and crucial to the formation of Britain's political modernity. The pages that follow seek to answer this question: What did it mean for the form British democracy came to take that the most radical and contentious constituency in an age of oligarchy became the most conservative and tranquil in an age of democracy? Only by using the full range of tools and texts available can this question be answered. Because the boundaries of political analysis are porous rather than fixed, this integrated approach considers new ways of thinking about the project of political history.
Using elections in Westminster as an entrée, it appears that political modernity in Britain came about through the democratization of political culture rather than legislation or class-based electoral behaviour.
1 Democracy might be understood in terms of citizens' relationship with their government, but only so long as that definition allows for the possibility that a people, in this case Britons, could think democratically before laws upheld critical rights. The history of the rise and fall of radical Westminster suggests that democrats, even a democratic political culture, existed before élite and government accepted a democratic set of relations. This is why a constitutional approach obscures more than it reveals, and why democracy became an element of British political culture prior to the second Reform Act.
2
Political culture comprises a complex of components, some causal, others reflective. How modern British society ordered its corporate political life reveals evidence both of intervention and agency, of individual human mediation resulting in culture making and of cultural consumption-shared, durable public spheres, symbolic practices, ideological interests and the experience of power. What has been variously termed 'cultural politics' or 'the culture of elections' is a critical component of this life. Prior to division into single-member districts in the 1880s, Westminster was the most scrutinized constituency in Britain. Many observers thought it reflected, perhaps ambiguously at times, what passed for national public opinion, for, as one stated, 'There is no grade of voters from the influence of the peer to the independence of the potwalloper, that is not to be found in Westminster'. 4 As the cynosure of democracy, Westminster's political odyssey produced remarkably rich documentation, in fact more than any other political place in modern Britain. This book is the first attempt to use it all, to push the boundaries of what the culture of elections might reveal by interpreting and integrating sources from élite and popular political culture, and to understand them contextually over an era encompassing several generations. Oft-discussed, many of these sources have been just as frequently misread.
Four political moments served as important markers of change in the borough's history, each triggering a significant transition (see Table 0 .1). These are explored in the first chapter, which in keeping with emerging scholarship offers an alternative to the older sociological model of political behaviour.
